
The Beginning of the End
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The Beginning of the End

On a (weather Noun ) and (weather adjective) Tuesday night, Jen

Goldberg and Adam Osterweil didn't know it, but their (plural noun)

were about to be changed forever. Jen's (adjective) friend Samantha

wanted to set her up with (famous man name), and Jen was eager to meet

him at the (religion) event. When Jen arrived, however, she (past

tense verb) into the room and thought "(excited exclamation)!!! Who is

THAT!?" She had seen Adam, their (body parts) locked, and it was

(noun) at first sight. Jen thought Adam was the most (adjective) man

she had ever seen, and Adam thought Jen was totally (complimentary

adjective). They laughed, (past tense Noun ), ate (item of food),

traded (piece of clothing), and the rest is history.

In the beginning of their relationship, Adam would only

(verb) on (day of the week) nights, and Jen found this irritating.

Despite this minor (obstacle), everyone knew this (noun) was built to

last. Their friends could tell they were (adjective) for each other

since they shared such a great sense of (noun). The romance blossomed

even though Adam lived in (foreign country) and Jen lived in (terrible

place



). Jen's (special talent) and Adam's (characteristic) helped

them through this time.

After moving in together in (state in USA), one day they

were sitting on the (animal) watching (old timey TV show) and all of

the sudden Adam asked Jen, "(question you ask a teacher)?!" Jen said

"(phrase you would yell if you won the lotto)!!!" He then put a

(candy) on her finger. The two of them put on their (halloween

costume) outfits and went to (name of a bar) where many of their

friends and family were waiting to tell them "(exclamation)!" There

was (animal) to eat and (liquid) to drink, and everyone celebrated the

engagement.
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